
Paper Bag Albums 
by Karen Baxter (Apr 28, 2005)  

When I create paper bag albums, people always have to look closer to 
confirm they are indeed made out of paper bags. That’s because after 
all of the colorful papers, ribbons and embellishments are added, these 
little works of art bear little resemblance to their original form. 

Paper bag albums—yet another form of altered art—are easy to make. 
Just follow these steps:  

1. Collect four or five paper lunch bags of the same size and color. 
2. Arrange the bags in a stack alternating open and closed ends. 
3. Fold the bags in half and crease.  
4. Bind the bags about a quarter inch out from the seam using 

stitching, ribbons or brads. If you are punching holes for 
ribbons or brads, because of the thickness of the bags, it is 
easiest to make a template and punch through one folded bag 
at a time.  

5. Decorate the pages using patterned paper, cardstock, photos, 
stickers, stitching, staples, buttons, fibers and any other 
embellishments you like.  

6. Create coordinating tags to place inside the bags’ open ends for 
a nice extra touch. These can be used for journaling or to 
showcase small photos.  

Note that paper bag albums are not acid-free or lignin-free, so they shouldn’t be 
used for preserving one-of-a-kind photos. To help extend their life, you can spray 
them with an archival mist, but still use duplicate pictures or color copies.  
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Like any scrapbook, a paper bag album can capture any theme. Some of my 
favorites for this format are:  

 Mom’s or Grandmom’s Brag Book  
 Our Family  
 A Dog’s (or Cat’s) Life  
 A+ Teacher  
 Fieldtrip  
 Birthday 

Parents and teachers can easily adapt this project for children. After I do the 
binding, my four-year-old daughter loves to decorate the pages with construction 
paper, stickers, markers, paints, crayons, foam shapes and googly eyes. For a 
change, you can even use pipe cleaners or yarn for the binding.  

No matter how you decorate them, paper bag albums make great gift items and 
are one more creative and unexpected way to use your scrapbooking materials.  
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Paper Bag Scrapbooks  

Unique Mini Scrapbooks You Can Make Yourself 
Article by Darcy Baldwin 

 

I never realized how ahead of the trend my mom was. She altered paper lunch bags 
everyday - writing my name on it with a smiley face in the D, or tying a colored 
ribbon around it on special occasions, or drawing balloons for my birthday. And now, 
who could have imagined that what typically carries a cold lunch to cafeterias 
everywhere, has become such a hot trend. Using paper bags to create cute and 
interactive albums is a great project for brag books, cards, and special gifts. And 
they are so easy to make! 

Step By Step Instructions: 

1. Lay 2 or more paper bags together, alternating ends. 

 

2. Fold the bags in half and you have a "spine." I found it easiest to sew a single line 
up the fold line to help hold the book intact while I worked on other features. 
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3. Punch holes along the binding area of the book. Do not place eyelets here until 
you have put on your "binding" if you choose to do one. 

 

4. At this point, you are ready to decorate! 

Ideas for Binding: 

 Ties - Use bits of ribbon, fabric or fiber tied in knots in each hole. This 
method can be seen on the Valentine's Day album.  

 Paper Binding - Create a binding with a strip of coordinating paper. You 
can then re-punch your holes for perfect placement, then add any of the 
binding ideas. Paper binding shown here with brass brads.  

 Lacing Ribbon - Lace ribbon in a zig-zag fashion through the holes, 
coming back in the middle with a bow.  

 Metal Binding Clips - Found in the office supply stores.  
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There are a lot of hiding spots for journaling tags or extra pictures in your book. 
Each open end of the bag now can be used as a pocket to slide tags or pictures into. 
What once was the bottom flap of the bag now serves as a hidden journaling feature. 
Either use it as a lift the flap type of feature where you hide journaling under it, or 
open it, cut a slit along the fold line, and insert a tag (narrow tags work best here). 

Above all, have fun decorating your new album to fit your theme. They make great 
brag books for grandparents or friends, special memory books for birthdays or 
anything you can dream up! 

A special note about paper bag albums: Paper bags are not acid-free, meaning 
that over time, they will break down much faster than acid-free, lignin-free papers. 
They are also not as sturdy as a cardstock album. So please remember to only use 
duplicate pictures when making your albums. Precious, one-of-a-kind photos can be 
printed out, color copied at a quick copy shop or duplicated at your neighborhood 
photo lab. 

Sample Paper Bag Mini-Scrapbooks: 

Complete Valentine's Gift Album - This gorgeous album is fully decorated and 
journaled. It is a piece of art. View the pages by clicking here. 
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Quick and Easy Bonus Album Idea: Children's Colors Book also by Darcy Baldwin 
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